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1. Introduction  
In wireless communication systems, an efficient medium access control (MAC) protocol is 
usually required so that multiple wireless stations can efficiently share the scarcely-limited 
wireless channel. In a typical wireless environment, wireless stations are usually 
geographically distributed over a service area and are not synchronized. As a consequence, 
wireless stations are typically required to contend for transmission opportunities. In general, 
if the MAC protocol is not properly designed, channel contention may cause serious 
transmission collisions and can considerably degrade the system throughput performance.  
Over the past several decades, numerous MAC protocols have been developed to smartly 
utilize the wireless channel, e.g., ALOHA (Abramson, 1970), carrier-sense multiple access 
(CSMA) (Kleinrock & Tobagi, 1975; Tobagi & Hunt, 1980), and many other variants (Tasaka 
& Ishibashi, 1984; Karn, 1990; Frigon, et al., 2001; Amitay & Greenstein, 1994). These 
conventional MAC protocols have been successfully deployed in practice for different 
applications and environments, including the widely adopted IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n wireless 
local area network systems, the emerging IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) wireless metropolitan area 
network, the IEEE 802.15.4 (Zigbee) wireless sensor networks, and various famous MAC 
protocols for satellite communication networks. In addition, the emerging multimedia 
technologies in recent years have continuously driven the requirements for higher and 
higher system transmission throughput. In such an environment, the round trip 
propagation delays between the base station and wireless stations have increasingly become 
relatively larger and larger compared with a packet transmission time. As a consequence, a 
fair deal of recent research work has been directed toward the renewed studies of efficient 
MAC schemes for systems with relatively large propagation delays.  
This chapter overviews the existing MAC technologies and summarizes recent research 
advancements toward the improvements and analysis of various MAC protocols. In 
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particular, a class of efficient modified random channel contention and reservation schemes 
based on our proposed work (Sivamok, et al, 2001; Srichavengsup, et al, 2005) is presented 
with a complete discussion of mathematical performance evaluation and numerical results.  
2. Pure ALOHA 
In 1970, Norman Abramson and his colleagues at the University of Hawaii proposed a new 
medium access control, known as ALOHA or Pure ALOHA, as part of the ALOHA system, 
that aimed to interconnect a central computer at the university main campus near Honolulu 
to remote consoles at colleges and research institutes on several islands using UHF radio 
communications. Two 100 kHz channels at 407.350 MHz and 413.475 MHz are assigned for 
transmission in each direction, each operating at a bit rate of 24,000 baud. In the ALOHA 
system, information is transmitted in the form of packets, and all packets are of fixed length, 
i.e. 88 bytes (8 bytes for header and 80 bytes for data). Therefore, the packet transmission 
time is about 29 msec and this time becomes 34 msec when information for receiver 
synchronization is included.  
The basic idea of the Pure ALOHA protocol is simple, but elegant: each station is allowed to 
send its packet whenever it has a packet ready for transmission. Since a common channel is 
shared among stations, collision between packets from different stations will result when 
they are sent at nearly the same time. Fig. 1 shows an example of packet transmissions and 
possible collisions of four stations contending for the same channel. Those packets that are 
overlapped in time are collided and destroyed. In this example, only two packet 
transmissions are successful, and the rest of them need to be retransmitted.  
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Fig. 1. Packet transmissions in a Pure ALOHA system 
After a packet transmission, the sending station waits for an acknowledgement from the 
receiver to indicate successful transmission of the packet. However, if no acknowledgement 
is returned within a time-out period, the sending station assumes that the packet is 
destroyed and starts a retransmission procedure. In principle, the time-out period must be 
set at least equal to the maximum possible round trip delay between two most widely 
separated stations to ensure correct functioning of the protocol. Obviously, if the colliding 
stations try to retransmit their packets immediately, they will collide again. Therefore, each 
station is required to wait for a random amount of time, called back-off time, before 
resending the packet. This random back-off mechanism is intended to keep multiple stations 
from trying to transmit at the same time again which helps reduce probability of collisions. 
The back-off time is randomly chosen from the range [0, 2 1]k −  multiplied by the maximum 
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propagation delay (or alternatively the packet transmission time), where k  is the number of 
previous unsuccessful transmission attempts. This means that the mean value of back-off 
time is doubled each time the packet is retransmitted. This retransmission is repeated until 
either the packet is acknowledged or a predetermined number of retransmissions, typically 
set as 15 attempts, is exceeded.  
To see how well such a simple protocol will perform, a throughput analysis for the Pure 
ALOHA protocol is carried out with the following basic assumptions. There is an infinite 
number of stations that are generating new packets according to a Poisson process with an 
average of S  packets per packet transmission time. All packets are of equal length and the 
packet transmission time is T  seconds. Packets that fail to reach the intended receivers due 
to collisions are retransmitted. Since retransmitted packets are vulnerable to collisions too, 
they will also require retransmission again if not successful. Let us define G  as the average 
number of packets both new and retransmitted combined per packet transmission time. 
Obviously, G  is always greater than or equal to S . It is further assumed that generations of 
these combined packets during one packet transmission time also follow Poisson 
distribution. The ratio of S  to G  is essentially the probability of a successful packet, that is 
 S
S
P
G
=  (1) 
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Fig. 2. Vulnerable time for Pure ALOHA 
Fig. 2 shows the vulnerable time of a shaded packet, which starts its transmission at time t  
and finishes at t T+ .  This shaded packet is successfully transmitted, as long as no other 
packet is transmitted during the interval t T−  to t T+ , so-called vulnerable period. If 
another packet begins a transmission within the interval t T−  to t , such as packet B, the 
end of this packet will collide with the start of the shaded packet. If another packet begins a 
transmission within the interval t  to t T+ , such as packet A, the start of this packet will 
collide with the end of the shaded packet. Based on this observation, it is clear that the 
shaded packet has a vulnerable period of 2T , in which if no other packet starts any packet 
transmission, no collision will occur and the shaded packet will reach the receiver 
successfully.  Therefore, the probability of a successful packet ( )sP  in Pure ALOHA is equal 
to the probability of no generation of packet within 2T  seconds. Since the probability of k  
packets are generated within 2 times the packet transmission time according to the Poisson 
distribution is given by: 
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2(2 )
Pr[ ]
!
k GG e
k
k
−
=  (2) 
the probability of no packet generated is  
 2Pr[ 0] Gk e−= =  (3) 
By combining Equations (1) and (3), we get  
 2GS Ge−=  (4) 
This relation between G  which represents the total offered traffic on the channel and S  
which represents the throughput of the Pure ALOHA system is plotted in Fig. 3. It shows 
that initially at low traffic load throughput increases with increasing offered traffic up to a 
maximum of 1 / 2 0.184e = occurring at a value of 0.5.G =  A further increase of traffic leads 
to a higher collision probability due to more intense contention, causing a reduction of 
throughput.  
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Fig. 3. Throughput versus offered traffic for Pure and Slotted ALOHA 
3. Slotted ALOHA 
In 1972, Robert introduced a simple modification to Pure ALOHA for improved 
performance. Time is divided into slots, where each time slot has a fixed size equal to the 
time required to transmit one packet. Unlike Pure ALOHA, a station is allowed to start a 
packet transmission only at the beginning of each time slot. If the station has a packet ready 
to send, it must wait until the beginning of the next time slot. If more than one packet are 
transmitted in the same slot, they are collided and retransmissions are required. In case of 
collision, each station involved retransmits its packet in each subsequent slot with 
probability p  until success. Since a packet transmission is confined within the slot 
boundary, when a collision between packets from different stations occurs, they will overlap 
completely. This means that the vulnerable period for Slotted ALOHA is reduced by half 
compared to Pure ALOHA. This modified protocol is commonly known as Slotted ALOHA. 
Fig. 4 shows an example of packet transmissions and possible collisions in the Slotted 
ALOHA system. Notice that most packets are generated during a slot interval, and they are 
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kept waiting until the start of the next slot before transmitted. Indeed, the traffic pattern is 
deliberately selected to be the same as in Fig. 1 for comparison purpose with Pure ALOHA. 
Slotted ALOHA appears to reduce collision in this example; only two packets are collided 
compared to four in case of Pure ALOHA. 
Since the throughput of Slotted ALOHA can be analyzed in the same way as Pure ALOHA 
except that the vulnerable period is now equal to the packet transmission time, the 
probability of no other packet is sent in the same slot is    
 Pr[ 0] Gk e−= =  (5) 
and thus the relation between throughput and offered traffic for Slotted ALOHA can be 
obtained as 
  
GS Ge−=  (6) 
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Fig. 4. Packet transmissions in a Slotted ALOHA system 
Fig. 3 illustrates the comparison of throughput performance of Pure and Slotted ALOHA. 
The maximum throughput of Slotted ALOHA is 1 / 0.368e = , which occurs at 1G = ; this is 
doubled of that of Pure ALOHA. As we can see, the efficiency of Pure ALOHA can be 
improved by the introduced time slot structure. However, time synchronization is required 
to align stations to the slot structure. One possible solution is to have a central station send a 
kind of clock signal at a regular interval. 
Both Pure and Slotted ALOHA have advantageous features. First, they are highly 
decentralized and quite simple to implement, especially Pure ALOHA. Second, when there 
is only one active station, the station can continuously transmit its packets at the maximum 
channel capacity. These two key features make the ALOHA system particularly useful for 
large population of stations each with light and burst traffic demand. However, due to their 
simplicity of operation, ALOHA makes inefficient use of channel capacity and is low in 
throughput performance.  
4. Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) 
Pure ALOHA has a shortcoming in that a station still transmits its packet even if the channel 
is already occupied by another station. Such collisions can be avoided, if only the sending 
station senses the channel before using it. This led to the development of an important class 
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of MAC protocols called Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA). A station that wishes to 
send a packet is required to sense if the channel is busy or idle first. If the channel is sensed 
busy, the station must wait until the channel becomes idle again before making any 
transmission. Such a “listen before talk” strategy helps reduce unnecessary packet collisions, 
thereby increasing channel efficiency. Fig. 5 shows an example of possible packet 
transmissions in a CSMA system for the same traffic situation as in Fig. 1 of Pure ALOHA. 
As we can see, each packet waits until the channel becomes idle before transmission and in 
this particular example, no collisions occur at all; all packets are successfully transmitted.  
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Fig. 5. Packet transmissions in a CSMA system 
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Fig. 6. An example of a collision in CSMA 
Even if the channel is sensed by all stations before their transmissions, collisions can 
nonetheless occur in CSMA due to propagation delay. That is, when a station transmits a 
packet, it takes time equal to propagation delay before all other stations detect this 
transmission. During this period, if another station has a packet ready to send and not yet 
detect that transmitted packet, it will send its own packet and a collision will result. Fig. 6 
shows an example of a possible collision of two packets in CSMA.  Station B starts a packet 
transmission at time 0t . A moment later at time 1t , station A receives the first bit of the 
packet and thus refrains from transmission. However, at time 2t station C has a packet 
ready to send and does not detect any signal on the channel, so it starts a packet 
transmission, which of course will collide with the packet from station B. Therefore, the 
vulnerable period of CSMA is equal to the propagation delay, which is the time required for 
a signal to traverse from one station to another at the opposite end. This means that the 
smaller the propagation delay between two most widely separated stations gets, the less the 
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collisions are, and the more the performance improvement can be achieved. Note however 
that even if the propagation delay is zero, collisions still occur. Consider two or more 
persistent stations, awaiting the channel to become idle. As soon as the ongoing packet 
transmission is ended, all persistent stations will transmit their packets immediately, and 
results in a definite collision.      
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Fig. 7. Flow diagrams for CSMA systems 
CSMA has several variations which differ in the strategy used in waiting for the channel to 
become idle. Three most commonly known strategies, namely 1-persistent CSMA, 
nonpersistent CSMA and p-persistent CSMA, are considered below. Note that Fig. 7 shows 
flow diagrams for these three persistent strategies. 
1-persistent CSMA  When a station is ready for a packet transmission, it first senses 
whether the channel is busy or idle. If the channel is idle, it sends the packet immediately. 
If the channel is busy, the station keeps on sensing the channel until it becomes idle and 
then sends the packet immediately. The problem of 1-persistent CSMA is that if two 
stations have a packet ready to send in the middle of another packet transmission. Both 
stations will wait until the end of the transmission and start their packet transmissions at 
the same time, guaranteeing a collision. Thus, 1-persistent CSMA can be perceived as a 
greedy strategy. 
Nonpersistent CSMA  When a station wishes to transmit a packet, it first senses the channel 
to see if it is idle, if so the station sends the packet immediately. If the channel is busy, 
instead of continuing to listen for the channel to become idle and transmitting immediately, 
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it waits a random amount of time, then tries again. In contrast to 1-persistent CSMA, 
nonpersistent CSMA is much less greedy. Therefore, in high load situations, there is less 
chance of collisions occurring. On the other hand, in low load conditions, the channel 
capacity is left unused despite some ready stations. 
p-Persistent CSMA   When a station has a packet ready to send, it first senses the channel. If 
the channel is sensed busy, the station keeps on sensing the channel until it becomes idle 
and uses the following procedure. Note that this same procedure is applied if the channel is 
sensed idle right from the start. The station transmits its packet with probability p , and 
delays one time slot with probability 1 p− , where the duration of a time slot is set equal to 
or greater than the maximum propagation delay. If the station decides to delay one time 
slot, it checks whether the skipped slot has been occupied by another station. If it is, the 
station assumes as if there is a collision and starts its back-off procedure. Otherwise, the 
station repeats the same procedure as before. That is, it transmits the packet with probability 
p , and delays one time slot with probability 1 p− , and so on.  
Fig. 8 shows an example of packet transmissions in each of the three CSMA systems for the 
same packet arriving scenario. Station A is the first to have a packet ready to send and then 
followed by stations B and C. For 1-persistent CSMA as shown in Fig. 8(a), a packet from 
station A is transmitted immediately as it arrives because the channel is sensed idle. 
Packets from stations B and C arrive while the channel is busy, hence they wait until the 
end of packet A transmission and start their transmissions immediately, resulting a 
collision. Both of them start a back-off procedure, by delaying their next attempt by a 
random amount of time. In this example, station C selects a shorter back-off time, so it 
begins a packet transmission before station B. As a result, when station B wishes to 
retransmit its packet, the channel is already occupied by station C. So station B waits until 
the end of transmission and then sends its packet. For nonpersistent CSMA as shown in 
Fig. 8(b), similar to the previous case packet A is successfully transmitted as it arrives first 
and finds the channel idle. Packets from stations B and C arrive a little while later when the 
channel is already occupied by station A, they are rescheduled for later transmission. After 
a random delay, the packet from C is transmitted. During its transmission, the packet from 
B tries again, but unfortunately finds the channel busy, so it is rescheduled again. After 
another random delay later, the packet from B is finally transmitted successfully. For p-
persistent CSMA as shown in Fig. 8(c), unlike the previous two schemes station A that has 
a packet ready to send first and finds the channel idle does not transmit its packet 
immediately. Instead it waits until the beginning of the next slot and makes a decision 
based on the p-persistent CSMA’s rule. That is, it transmits its packet with probability p , 
and delays one time slot with probability 1 p− . In this example, station A does not send its 
packet in the first slot, but it does in the second. When packets from stations B and C 
arrive, the channel is already used by station A, so they wait until the end of the packet 
transmission. Then the same p-persistent CSMA’s rule as before is applied. In this example, 
packet B decides to send its packet in the third slot. Once station C learns at the end of the 
third slot that the channel is already taken by other station it assumes as if there is a 
collision and starts its back-off procedure. After a random back-off time later, station C try 
to retransmit with the same rule and it sends its packet in the second slot. It should be 
noted that the packet transmission time is assumed to be a multiple integer number of the 
propagation delay. 
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(c) p-persistent CSMA 
Fig. 8. An example of packet transmissions in different CSMA systems 
5. Performance analysis of nonpersistent CSMA 
Like other CSMA protocols, the nonpersistent CSMA reduces interferences from collision by 
listening to the channel before packet transmission. If the channel is busy, the stations 
reschedule the packet transmission to some random time in the future. To analyze the 
performance, we assume that the offered traffic rate which is the sum of the new arrival rate 
and the retransmission rate is constant and follows the Poisson point process. The average 
retransmission delay is also assumed to be large compared to the transmission time of each 
packet. From Fig. 9, a packet from station A arrives at time t and is immediately sent out 
through the channel, because the channel is sensed idle. As it takes another τ  seconds for 
the packet to reach other stations, if there are other stations that have a packet ready to send 
during t to t τ+ , then they send their packets, causing inevitable collisions. So, the 
nonpersistent CSMA has a vulnerable period of τ . In this example, two other stations B and 
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C each send a packet a moment later with station C being the last station to send during this 
vulnerable period.  As a result, all these three packets need to be retransmited. The duration 
that there is one or more packet transmitted is referred to as the transmission period (TP). A 
transmission period can be a successful transmission period or an unsuccessful transmission 
period depending on whether there is collision or not.  The time duration between two TPs 
will be referred to as an idle period. A cycle of the transmission along the time axis consists 
of a busy period B and an idle period I, where the busy period can be a successful or 
unsuccessful TP. Let us define a useful transmission period U as the time duration that the 
channel carries useful information without collision in a cycle. From the renewal theory, the 
average channel utilization can be expressed as 
 
U
S
B I
= +  (7) 
 where " "  stands for the average.  
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Fig. 9. The busy and idle periods of the nonpersistent CSMA 
Let T be the packet time and g be the offered traffic rate (the number of packets per second). 
A TP is successful if there is no other packet transmitted in the vulnerable period ( , )t t τ+  
and the useful transmission time is T. This occurs with the probability of ge τ−  and we get 
 gU Te τ−=  (8) 
Let t + Y be the time that the last packet arrives in the vulnerable period (which is the packet 
from station C in Fig. 9). For an unsuccessful transmission period, the busy period B 
includes a packet time T, Y, and τ  which is the time for the last bit of the packet to leave the 
channel.  
 B T Y τ= + +  (9) 
and the cumulative distribution function of Y is 
 
( )
( ) Pr{ } Pr{noarrival  occurs  in  an  interval ( , )}
                            ,
Y
g y
F y Y y t Y t
e yτ
τ
τ− −
= ≤ = + +
= ≤  (10) 
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The average of Y is 
 
1
(1 )gY e
g
ττ −= − −  (11) 
Since the mean of inter-arrival time is 1/g, and it is assumed to be large compared to T, the 
average of the idle period is 
 
1
I
g
=  (12) 
Substituting U , B and I  into (7), we obtain 
 
1 1
2 (1 )
  
(1 2 / )
  
(1 2 )
g
g
g
g
aG
aG
Te
S
T e
g g
gTe
gT T e
Ge
G a e
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
−
−
−
−
−
−
=
+ − − +
= + +
= + +
 , (13) 
where /a Tτ=  is the propagation time relative to the packet time and G gT=  is the offered 
traffic rate per packet time.  
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Fig. 10. The busy and idle periods of the slotted nonpersistent CSMA 
For slotted nonpersistent CSMA, the time duration of each slot is set to τ  and the packet time 
T is an integer multiple of τ  (see Fig. 10 for details). When there is a packet ready to send, each 
station waits for the beginning of the next slot and senses whether the channel is idle. If so, the 
packet will be sent otherwise the packet is rescheduled for transmission later on. The 
probability mass function (PMF) of the idle period is a geometric function of the form 
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 1Pr{ } ( ) (1 ), 1,2,...g gkI k e e kτ ττ − −−= = − =  (14) 
This gives us 
 
1
Pr{ }
k
I k I kτ τ∞
=
= =∑
1 ge τ
τ
−= −  (15) 
In the slotted nonpersistent CSMA, both successful and unsuccessful TPs are T τ+ . The 
busy period B contains k TPs if at least one arrival occurs at the last slot of (k – 1)th TPs, and 
no arrival occurs at the last slot of the kth TP.  
 1Pr{ ( )} (1 ) , 1,2,...g gkB k T e e kτ ττ − −−= + = − =  (16) 
The average busy period is 
  
1
( )Pr{ ( )}
k
B k T B k Tτ τ∞
=
= + = +∑ gTe τ
τ
−
+=  (17) 
The average number of TPs per cycle is /( )B T τ+ . When the transmission is successful, the 
useful transmission period is T. The average of the useful transmission period is 
 success
B
U T P
T τ
⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠
 (18) 
where successP  is the probability that a TP is successful.  
 
Pr{Only one arrival in the last slot before a TP|At least one arrival 
                                                                                                in the last slot before a
successP =
 TP}
Pr{Only one arrival in the last slot before a TP}
        
Pr{At least one arrival in the last slot before a TP}
        
1
g
g
g e
e
τ
τ
τ −
−
=
= −
 (19) 
Now we obtain 
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  . (20) 
 If a  approaches zero, we obtain 
 
0
lim
1a
G
S
G→
= + . (21) 
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The unity throughput can theoretically be obtained when the offered traffic rate G 
approaches infinity. The throughputs S versus the offered traffic rate per packet time G of 
the nonpersistent CSMA and the slotted nonpersistent CSMA are plotted for various values 
of a in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. 
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Fig. 11. Throughput versus offered traffic for nonpersistent CSMA 
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Fig. 12. Throughput versus offered traffic for slotted nonpersistent CSMA 
6. Proposed channel reservation algorithms 
This section presents a class of MAC protocols that organizes the channel bandwidth into a 
frame structure consisting of two alternate periods, namely contention period and 
information transfer period, see Fig. 13. The contention period consists of a fixed number of 
contention slots, which are used by all users to reserve for channel bandwidth on a 
contention basis. Users who succeed in the reservation process will be assigned data slots by 
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the base station in the information transfer period for their information transmission. Since 
the overall system performance very much depends on the efficiency during reservation 
period, we have proposed a number of efficient channel reservation algorithms to meet the 
required performance. They include CFP, CAP, COP, COP+SPL, CFP+SPL, UNI, UNI+LA, 
MT-CFP, MT-CFP+SPL, MT-UNI, MT-UNI+LUA and MT-UNI+LUT. We will explain each 
algorithm in turn together with their performance analysis.   
 
 
Time
Data slotContention slot
Contention period Information transfer period
 
Fig. 13. A frame structure of MAC protocols 
6.1 Cascade Fixed Probability (CFP) 
In the first algorithm, each user will attempt to make reservation on each contention slot in 
sequence from the first slot to the last. In each slot, the user will decide whether it will access 
the present slot with a certain probability (p) and the value of this probability is the same for 
all users and fixed throughout all contention slots. As a result, this algorithm will be 
referred to as Cascade Fixed Probability (CFP). It is apparent that the value of probability p 
is the key parameter to the system performance, hence must be chosen with care. We shall 
now derive the average number of successful users as a function of the number of active 
users and the number of available slots. 
Let [ , ]S M N  be the average number of successful users for the system with M users and N 
contention slots and [ , , ]b M i p  be the binomial probability that i out of M users access a 
particular contention slot with permission probability p, which is expressed as:   
 [ , , ] (1 )i M i
M
b M i p p p
i
−⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
, where 
!
!( )!
M M
i i M i
⎛ ⎞ =⎜ ⎟ −⎝ ⎠
 (22) 
In each contention slot, only a single user can succeed in reservation, which will occur only 
when no other users access the slot. A detailed analysis of [ , ]S M N  is formulated in the 
following recursive formula:   
 2
0
[ , ] [ ,0, ] [ , 1] + [ ,1, ](1 [ 1, 1])+ [ , , ] [ , 1] 
              [ ,1, ] [ , , ] [ , 1]
M
i
M
i
S M N b M p S M N b M p S M N b M i p S M i N
b M p b M i p S M i N
=
=
= − + − − − −
= + − −
∑
∑
(23) 
where 0, 0.M N≥ ≥  
The boundary conditions of (23) are [ ,0] [0, ] 0S a S b= =  where 0,1,2,....,a M=  and 
0,1,2,...., .b N=  We can then find an appropriate permission probability [ , ]CFPp M N  of each 
frame by differentiating (23) with respect to p , setting it to 0 , i.e. [ , ] 0S M N
p
∂ =∂  and 
determining p  that gives the maximum average number of successful users [ , ].CFPS M N  
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6.2 Cascade Adaptive Probability (CAP) 
In the CFP algorithm, it is seen that an appropriate value of p exists and can be formulated as a 
function of the number of active users at the start of each frame (M) and the number of slots in 
each frame (N). It is interesting to further explore this finding to improve the system 
performance by introducing an idea of adaptive probability. Like the CFP algorithm, all users 
still use the same value of probability at each slot, but the permission probability may change 
from one slot to another by considering the current number of remaining users and slots. At 
the beginning of each contention slot, each user must somehow acquire the present system 
conditions, i.e. the current number of remaining users and slots. Note that this requirement 
contradicts with the fundamental system assumption made here. Nevertheless, its analysis 
provides and interesting new aspect to this study. Once the user knows both parameters the 
user will choose the value of p based on these values using the formulation derived in the CFP 
algorithm. Since the permission probability is properly selected in response to the current 
system scenarios, an improved system performance can be intuitively expected. This 
algorithm will be known as Cascade Adaptive Probability (CAP). The model for throughput 
analysis of this algorithm is similar to that of the CFP algorithm, though details may differ. 
Let [ , ]CAPS M N  be the average number of successful users of the CAP system with M users 
and N contention slots and [ , ]CFPp M N  is the optimal permission probability derived from 
the CFP system with M users and N contention slots. [ , ]CAPS M N  is computed as a recursive 
formula. 
2
0
[ , ] [ ,0, [ , ]] [ , 1] + [ ,1, [ , ]](1 [ 1, 1])
 + [ , , [ , ]] [ , 1]
                  [ ,1, [ , ]] [ , , [ , ]] [ , 1]
CAP CFP CAP CFP CAP
M
CFP CAP
i
M
CFP CFP CAP
i
S M N b M p M N S M N b M p M N S M N
b M i p M N S M i N
b M p M N b M i p M N S M i N
=
=
= − + − −
− −
= + − −
∑
∑
 (24) 
where 0, 0.M N≥ ≥  
The boundary conditions of (24) are [ ,0] [0, ] 0S a S b= =  where 0,1,2,....,a M= and 0,b =  
1,2,....,N . 
6.3 Cascade Optimal Probability (COP) 
The adaptive algorithm described above can indeed enhance the system performance, see 
the comparative results in the next section. However, there exists a more effective way to 
adapt the permission probability in accordance with the present system status, which can 
provide truly optimal results. That is, instead of using [ , ]CFPp M N  in the adapting process, 
the optimal value of permission probability that maximizes [ , ]COPS M N  is determined for 
given system parameters, i.e., M users and N slots. This algorithm is referred to as Cascade 
Optimal Probability (COP) and its mathematical analysis is given by: 
2
0
[ , ] [ ,0, [ , ]] [ , 1] [ ,1, [ , ]](1 [ 1, 1])
[ , , [ , ]] [ , 1] 
             [ ,1, [ , ]] [ , , [ , ]] [ , 1]
COP COP COP COP COP
M
COP COP
i
M
COP COP COP
i
S M N b M p M N S M N b M p M N S M N
b M i p M N S M i N
b M p M N b M i p M N S M i N
=
=
= − + + − −
+ − −
= + − −
∑
∑
 (25) 
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The boundary conditions of (25) are the same as in the CFP system, except that in each step 
of recursion, the appropriate permission probability [ , ]COPp M N  is selected such that it 
yields the maximum average number of successful users. 
6.4 Cascade Optimal Probability + Split (COP+SPL) 
This algorithm is further developed from the COP algorithm. The concept of this algorithm 
is based on the observations that the success rate for the system with small number of users 
and slots tends to be superior to the system with an increased number of users and slots 
with the same factors. As a result, it may be useful and effective to split the number of slots 
into halves and randomly divide users into two groups. Users in one group will make 
reservation in the first half of contention slots and users in the other group utilize the second 
half. Each user determines which group it belongs to by simply flipping a coin. If users can 
be grouped perfectly, i.e. equally split between the two groups, improvement of the overall 
system performance will result. However, since users are split in a random manner, it is not 
known what pattern of grouping will appear. In the worst case half of the slots are heavily 
loaded with all users while the other half are left totally unused. Under this condition, the 
overall performance will clearly degrade. The uncertainty in various grouping possibilities 
raises the concern whether such an idea will really offer benefit or it may actually make 
things even worse. To answer this problem, we shall derive its performance analytically as 
follows. It is noted that the number of groups can be set to an arbitrary values, not 
neccessarily limited to two. 
Let g  be the number of groups and /N g  is the number of contention slots in each group 
which must be an integer number. The average number of successful users of the COP+SPL 
system can be expressed as follows: 
 
0
1
[ , ] [ , , ] [ , ]
M
COP SPL COP
i
N
S M N g b M i S i
g g
+
=
= ∑  (26) 
6.5 Cascade Fixed Probability + Split (CFP+SPL) 
This algorithm can be considered as a simplified version of the previously described 
COP+SPL algorithm. It functions in the same manner as the COP+SPL except for the 
permission probability used in each group split. The permission probability for this 
algorithm is set to a fixed value for all the groups, not optimized for individual group 
separately as in the COP+SPL algorithm. We shall call this technique as the Cascade Fixed 
Prob + Split (CFP+SPL) algorithm. The average number of successful users of the CFP+SPL 
algorithm can be expressed as follows:  
 
0
1
[ , ] [ , , ] [ , ]
M
CFP SPL
i
N
S M N g b M i S i
g g
+
=
= ∑  (27) 
where [ , ]
N
S i
g
 is the recursive formula as in (23). 
The maximum average number of successful users of the CFP+SPL algorithm can be 
determined in a similar fashion as in the CFP algorithm. The same boundary conditions as 
in (23) can be applied here. 
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6.6 Uniform (UNI) 
All four previous algorithms have one feature in common: users consider reservation on 
each contention slot in sequence. This is a common method adopted in most well-known 
access control algorithms, as it fits well with the conventional system environment where 
users can repeatedly make reservation attempts on consecutive contention slots. In some 
systems, the round trip propagation delay between the base station and users is relatively 
larger than a packet transmission time. In this situation, users will not receive such a chance, 
i.e. only a single attempt is possible at each frame. Under this system condition, the order of 
contention slots becomes irrelevant. Users need not consider each slot in sequence. They 
may simply select one slot for reservation out of the available slots uniformly. Therefore this 
technique will be called the Uniform (UNI) algorithm. This UNI algorithm poses some 
interesting properties. First, the system no longer needs to know the number of active users 
at the start of each frame, making this algorithm more practical. Second, unlike the previous 
algorithms where early slots tends to experience greater reservation demands than later 
slots, all contention slots can now be uniformly loaded and thus better utilized. The average 
number of successful users can be computed as follow: 
 
2
0
1 1
[ , ] [ ,0, ] [ , 1] [ ,1, ](1 [ 1, 1])
1
[ , , ] [ , 1]
1 1
                  [ ,1, ] [ , , ] [ , 1]
UNI UNI UNI
M
UNI
i
M
UNI
i
S M N b M S M N b M S M N
N N
b M i S M i N
N
b M b M i S M i N
N N
=
=
= − + + − −
+ − −
= + − −
∑
∑
 (28) 
where 0, 0.M N≥ ≥  
The boundary conditions of (28) are [ ,0] [0, ] 0S a S b= =  where 0,1,2,....,a M=  and 0,b =  
1,2,....,N . 
6.7 Uniform with Limited Access (UNI+LA) 
One problem associated with the Uniform algorithm is that it does not take the number of 
users into account. Accordingly, its performance can be significantly deteriorated when the 
number of users is relatively much higher than the number of slots available. This is because 
all users will definitely place a reservation in one of the slots, collision will most likely be 
hard to avoid. For example, if only two slots are available for ten active users, it is better for 
most users not to make request. Otherwise, collisions will inevitably take place in both slots. 
As all users will access the slots, the maximum number of successful users is one and this 
occurs with a very small chance, i.e. nine users access one slot and one of them accesses the 
other slot. Clearly the UNI algorithm is not at all effective in this situation. To eliminate such 
shortcomings, it is essential to find some means to limit the user attempts in accordance 
with the number of users and available slots. This is achieved by introducing a probability 
(p) that limits each user in contending for a slot. That is, each user will not access in the 
current contention period and wait till the next period with probability of 1 p− , and with 
probability of p  users will follow exactly the same step as the Uniform algorithm. We shall 
refer to this algorithm as Uniform + Limited Access (UNI+LA). The average number of 
successful users can be derived as follow: 
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0
[ , ] [ , , ] [ , ]
M
UNI LA UNI
i
S M N b M i p S i N+
=
=∑  (29) 
The boundary conditions of (29) are the same as in the CFP system.  
6.8 Multi-Token Cascade Fixed Probability (MT-CFP) 
All seven proposed algorithms described earlier have one feature in common, i.e. each user 
is entitled to make reservation only once in each frame. For the remaining five algorithms, 
users are no longer limited by such a constraint. It is possible for users to send multiple 
requests. Nonetheless, as before the outcome of each of their requests do not return 
immediately. In principle, giving users more chances of making reservations should enable 
them to achieve greater success. This more flexible mechanism will be referred to as Multi-
Token, where the number of tokens defined as T represents the number of accesses allowed 
per frame. The first Multi-Token algorithm to describe here is MT-CFP (Multi-Token CFP), 
which is the extension to the CFP algorithm. This MT-CFP is almost the same as the CFP 
except that each user may repeat reservation attempts as long as the number of attempts 
remains less than or equal to the predefined number of tokens. In a special case where the 
number of tokens is set to 1 the MT-CFP becomes the CFP.  
Let us first define the following variables which are to be used correspondingly in the 
mathematical analysis: 
iT   = the number of tokens for user i.    
iB  = the successful status bit for user i, where  “0” means user i has not succeeded yet and 
“1” means user i has already succeeded. 
M  = the number of users. 
N  = the number of reservation slots. 
R  = the number of remaining users in the system. 
In terms of the performance analysis, we can calculate the probability that there are k 
successful users given the number of tokens iT , successful status bit iB  and the number of 
slots N  by using the following equation:  
1
1 2 1 2 0 1
2
[ | , ,..., , , ,..., , ] (1 ) (1 ) (1 )
R
R R i R i
MT CFP M M i
i
P k T T T B B B N p P p p P p p P− −−
=
= − × + − × + − ×∑  (30) 
where  
R = M  - summation of zero bit of 1 2, ,..., MT T T  
0 1 2 3 1 1 2 3 1
1 1 2 3 1 1 2 3 1
1 2 3 1 1 2 3 1
1 2 3 1 1 2
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0 if repeated success
1 if newsuccess
x
⎧⎪= ⎨⎪⎩
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The boundary conditions are set according to the following: 
1 2 1 2
0 0, 0 , 0, 0
1 0, 0 , 0, 0
[ , ,..., , , ,..., , ]
1 0, 0 , 0, 0
0 , 0, 0
i i
i i
MT CFP M M
i i
i i
if k T B N
if k T B N
P k T T T B B B N
if k T B N
if k N T B
−
< ≥ ≥ ≥⎧⎪ = ≥ ≥ =⎪= ⎨ = = ≥ ≥⎪⎪ > ≥ ≥⎩
 
The average number of successful users of the MT-CFP system can be expressed as follows:  
 1 2 1 2
0
[ , , ] [ , ,..., , , ,..., , ]
M
MT CFP MT CFP M M
k
S M N T k P k T T T B B B N− −
=
= ×∑  (31) 
6.9 Multi-Token Cascade Fixed Probability with Split (MT-CFP+SPL) 
This algorithm is further developed from the MT-CFP algorithm by applying Split 
mechanism to MT-CFP algorithm. We shall call this technique as the Multi-Token Cascade 
Fixed Prob + Split (MT-CFP+SPL) algorithm. Let g be the number of groups and N/g be the 
number contention slots in each group which must be an integer number. In this algorithm, 
each user randomly chooses any group from g groups with equal probability 1 / g . Then 
each user will attempt to make a reservation in sequence from the first slot to the last slot in 
that group until there is no remaining token for making a request. The average number of 
successful users of the MT-CFP+SPL algorithm can be expressed as follows:  
 
0
1
[ , , ] [ , , ] [ , , ]
m
MT CFP SPL MT CFP
i
N
S M N T g b M i S i T
g g
− + −
=
= ∑  (32) 
The boundary conditions of (32) are the same as in the MT-CFP system. 
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6.10 Multi-Token Uniform (MT-UNI) 
This algorithm is an alteration of UNI by applying the Multi-Token mechanism which 
allows each user to randomly choose any T slots from N slots for reservation with equal 
probability. Therefore, we can calculate [ , , ]P k M N T , the probability that k successful users 
given the number of users M, the number of slots N and the number of tokens T by using 
the following equation:  
 
0
[ , , ]
[ , , ] .
[ , , ]
M
k
C k M N T
P k M N T
C k M N T
=
=
∑
 (33) 
[ , , ]C k M N T  is now given as the number of cases that k successful users given the number 
of users M, the number of slots N and the number of tokens T. 
0
[ , , ]
M
k
C k M N T
=
∑  is now given as the number of all cases that each of M users uses T tokens 
to reserve T slots from N slots. Then 
 
0
[ , , ] ( 1) ( 2) ( ( 1)) .
M
M
k
C k M N T N N N N T
=
= ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ − −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦∑ …  (34) 
The average number of successful users of the MT-UNI system can be expressed as follows: 
 
0
[ , , ] [ , , ]
M
MT UNI
k
S M N T k P k M N T−
=
= ×∑  (35) 
6.11 Multi-Token Uniform with Limited User’s Access (MT-UNI+LUA) 
The MT-UNI algorithm described earlier can become ineffective when there are high traffic. 
To improve the MT-UNI performance, we introduce Limited Access (LA) mechanism to the 
MT-UNI algorithm. In this paper, we propose 2 types of LA for MT-UNI. The first one is 
Limited User’s Access (LUA) mechanism. We use LUA to limit the user attempts by 
introducing a probability (p). Users that find themselves not to access the slots will do 
nothing whereas other users will follow exactly the same step as the Multi-Token Uniform 
algorithm. This technique is referred to as Multi-Token Uniform + Limited User’s Access 
(MT-UNI+LUA). The average number of successful users of the MT-UNI+LUA system can 
be expressed as follows: 
 
0
, , , , ,
M
MT UNI LUA MT UNI
i
S M N T b M i ,p S i N T− + −
=
= ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∑  (36) 
We can identify the appropriate permission probability [ , ]MT UNI LUAp M N− −  of the MT-
UNI+LUA algorithm by differentiating (36) with respect to p, setting it to 0, and finding p 
that gives maximum average number of successful users , ,MT UNI LUAS M N T− + ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ .  
6.12 Multi-Token Uniform with Limited User’s Token (MT-UNI+LUT) 
Another type of LA is Limited User’s Token (LUT) mechanism. If we choose LUT 
mechanism for the MT-UNI algorithm, we shall refer to this algorithm as Multi-Access 
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Uniform + Limited User’s Token (MT-UNI+LUT). In this algorithm, each user’s token will 
be decided to use or not by a probability (p). As a result, each user has a limited use of his 
available number of tokens. The value of p certainly plays an important role to the system 
performance and we will now illustrate how the optimal value of p can be analytically 
determined. 
The average number of successful users of the MT-UNI+LUT system can be expressed as 
follows: 
 0 0
0 0
( (1 ) ) [ , , , ]
[ , , ]
( (1 ) ) [ , , , ]
M MT
u MT u
k u
MT UNI LUT M MT
u MT u
k u
k p p C k u M N T
S M N T
p p C k u M N T
−
= =
− + −
= =
−
=
−
∑ ∑
∑∑
 (37) 
[ , , , ]C k u M N T  is now given as the number of cases that k successful users use u tokens 
from all of user’s tokens (MT) given the number of users M, the number of slots N and the 
number of tokens for each user T. 
We can identify the appropriate permission probability [ , , ]MT UNI LUTp M N T− +  of the MT-
UNI+LUA algorithm by differentiating (37) with respect to p, setting it to 0, and finding p 
that gives maximum average number of successful users [ , , ]MT UNI LUTS M N T− + .  
The relationship among CFP, CAP, COP, COP+SPL, CFP+SPL, UNI, UNI+LA, MT-CFP, 
MT-CFP+SPL, MT-UNI, MT-UNI+LUA and MT-UNI+LUT protocols can be shown in Fig. 
14. 
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Fig. 14. The relationship among CFP, CAP, COP, COP+SPL, CFP+SPL, UNI, UNI+LA, MT-
CFP, MT-CFP+SPL, MT-UNI, MT-UNI+LUA and MT-UNI+LUT protocols 
The required information for each algorithm can be illustrated in Table I, it appears that 
only the CFP, CFP+SPL, MT-CFP, MT-CFP+SPL, UNI, UNI+LA, MT-UNI, MT-UNI+LUT 
and MT-UNI+LUA algorithms are practically applicable to the system assumption that the 
base station can obtain the number of active users at the start of each reservation period. 
Other algorithms CAP, COP and COP+SPL require additional information, i.e. the number 
of remaining users at each contention slot or the number of users in each split group. Such 
information is hard to acquire instantly in the system where the round trip propagation 
delay between the base station and users is relatively larger than a packet transmission time. 
Therefore, these algorithms will not be practical in this situation. 
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Table II shows the applied mechanisms of each algorithm, for example, starting with the 
CAP algorithm, it can be seen that CAP applies Adaptive Probability. The COP and 
COP+SPL algorithms employ the mechanism namely Optimally Adaptive Probability. The 
applied mechanisms for other algorithm are fully illustrated in Table II. 
 
Algorithm 
Know the number of active 
users at the start of each 
reservation period 
Know the number of 
remaining users at each 
contention slot 
CFP √  
CAP √ √ 
COP √ √ 
CFP+SPL √  
COP+SPL √ √ 
MT-CFP √  
MT-CFP+SPL √  
UNI √  
UNI+LA √  
MT-UNI √  
MT-UNI+LUT √  
MT-UNI+LUA √  
Table 1. The Required Information for Each Algorithm 
 
Algorithm Multi-token Split 
Adaptive 
Probability 
Optimally 
Adaptive 
Probability 
CFP     
CAP   √  
COP    √ 
CFP+SPL  √   
COP+SPL  √  √ 
MT-CFP √    
MT-CFP+SPL √ √   
UNI     
UNI+LA     
MT-UNI √    
MT-UNI+LUT √    
MT-UNI+LUA √    
Table 2. The Applied Mechanisms of Each Algorithm 
6.13 Numerical results  
All results given here are obtained from the mathematical formulations described in the 
previous sections. We shall first illustrate how the permission probability has an effect on 
the system performance, which is measured in terms of the average number of successful 
users. The CFP algorithm is specifically selected for discussion, as it is ideal for this purpose. 
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By using equation (23), it is possible to obtain a relation between the average number of 
successful users and the permission probability p; this is depicted in Fig. 15. In this figure, 
the number of slots N is fixed at 16 and the total number of users M varied from 1 to 16. As 
we can see, at small values of permission probability the average number of successful users 
increases with the permission probability. This is simply because under this condition users 
do not access the contention slots frequently enough; a lot of time these slots are idle. 
Therefore, an increase in the permission probability will reduce the number of idle slots and 
thus improving the system throughput. When increasing the permission probability up to a 
certain value, the number of successful users begins to decline. This performance 
degradation is due to an increase in the number of collisions caused by too many accessing 
attempts. A further increment of the permission probability beyond this will only generate 
more collisions and results in the reduction of the number of successful users.  
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Fig. 15. The average number of successful users vs the permission probability with N = 16 
for CFP 
All of the above investigations indicate that the permission probability is a key factor to the 
system performance and to determine an appropriate permission probability it is essential 
to take account of both the total number of users and the number of slots available into 
consideration simultaneously. Notice that when the number of contention slots is large, the 
appropriate permission probability tends to be small and will approach zero in the extreme 
case where the number of slots is infinite. This is because when there are an increased 
number of contention slots, users gain greater opportunity for access. Therefore, they can 
access using the lower permission probability to avoid collision. In other words, in the 
system with a small number of contention slots, the users must attempt to increase their 
success opportunity by increasing their permission probability. 
Fig. 16 illustrates the performance comparison of the CFP, CFP+SPL, MT-CFP and MT-
CFP+SPL algorithms. These numerical results are obtained by using the appropriate 
number of tokens and appropriate permission probability. It is clear that MT-CFP 
algorithm generally performs better at small number of users. On the other hand, in case of 
heavy loads the CFP+SPL with 16 groups and MT-CFP+SPL with 16 groups offer relatively 
superior performance.  Moreover, it can be noticed that at the large number of users the 
performance of MT-CFP algorithm is equal to the performance of CFP algorithm. This is 
because at the large number of users, the best value of the number of tokens is equal to 1. 
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Fig. 16. The average number of successful users vs the number of users (M) with N = 16 
using the appropriate probability of limitation and appropriate number of tokens for CFP, 
CFP+SPL, MT-CFP and MT-CFP+SPL 
Fig. 17 illustrates the performance comparison of the UNI, UNI+LA, MT-UNI, MT-UNI+LUA 
and MT-UNI+LUT algorithms. These numerical results are obtained by using the appropriate 
probability of limitation and the appropriate number of tokens. It can be noticed that under the 
light load condition, when the number of users is not more than the number of slots divided 
by 2, the average number of successful users of MT-UNI algorithm is comparatively equal to 
MT-UNI+LUT and MT-UNI+LUA algorithms and the average number of successful users of 
UNI algorithm is comparatively equal to UNI+LA algorithm. This is because at the small 
number of users, the appropriate probability of limitation is equal to 1. In case of heavy load 
condition, when the number of users is more than the number of slots, the average number of 
successful users of UNI algorithm is comparatively equal to MT-UNI algorithm and the 
average number of successful users of UNI+LA algorithm is comparatively equal to MT-
UNI+LUT and MT-UNI+LUA algorithms. This is because at the large number of users, the 
best value of the number of tokens is equal to 1. In this case, limiting the number of user’s 
token is the same meaning as limiting the user’s access. 
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Fig. 17. The average number of successful users vs the number of users (M) with N = 16 
using the appropriate probability of limitation and appropriate number of tokens for UNI, 
UNI+LA, MT-UNI, MT-UNI+LUT and MT-UNI+LUA 
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Fig. 18. The number of successful users vs the number of users with N = 16 
From the above results, it can be noticed that when using the appropriate probability of 
limitation and appropriate number of tokens the MT-UNI+LUT algorithm is completely 
identical to the MT-UNI+LUA algorithm under any load condition. Thus, we shall call MT-
UNI+LUT and MT-UNI+LUA algorithms as the Multi-Token Uniform + Limited Access 
(MT-UNI+LA) algorithm for the following discussion. 
The performance comparison of all algorithms is depicted in Fig. 18. It is clear that the MT-
CFP, MT-UNI and MT-UNI+LA algorithms are effective at systems with light to medium 
loads. In case of heavy load condition, the COP+SPL algorithm offers relatively superior 
performance. 
7. Conclusions 
In this chapter, several well known MAC protocols for the wireless networks are 
overviewed such as ALOHA, slotted ALOHA, CSMA including 1-pesistent, non-persistent, 
and p-persistent. Performance analyses for some of these MAC protocols are given in 
details. Due to the nature of randomness in ALOHA systems, packets can easily collide. In 
order to minimize collisions, carrier sensing technique, i.e. stations monitor the channel 
status before transmission, can be applied to improve the throughput performance. In 
addition, a class of MAC protocols that organizes the channel bandwidth into a frame 
structure consisting of two alternate periods, namely contention period and information 
transfer period, are presented. For contention period, we have proposed a number of 
efficient channel reservation algorithms, namely CFP, CAP, COP, COP+SPL, CFP+SPL, 
UNI, UNI+LA, MT-CFP, MT-CFP+SPL, MT-UNI, MT-UNI+LUA and MT-UNI+LUT, which 
are designed for systems where the round trip propagation delays between the base station 
and wireless stations is relatively larger than the packet transmission time. Mathematical 
analyses of these algorithms are described and some numerical results are given to compare 
their performance. 
Due to many newly emerging wireless applications, such as entertainment applications, 
interactive games, medical applications and high speed data transmission, the global 
demand for multimedia services such as data, speech, audio, video, and image are growing 
at rapid pace. Future MAC protocols are therefore required not only to handle high speed 
transmission, but also support various different Quality of Services (QoS). In addition, 
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misbehaviors at the MAC layer, such as DoS attack, have become another concern, as it can 
potentially cause serious damages to the entire networks. Much ongoing research work in 
the literature has also been active toward these emerging directions. 
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